
Area Measurement with Nonstandard units
Vocabulary:

area

Getting Ready

Students in grades 3-6 should be familiar with
"covering" or "tiling" activities as a method to
approach the concept of area. When given an out-
lined region and units such as pattern block
squares or cubes to cover the entire region, they
can cover the region and then count the number of
units used. Sometimes, this procedure includes
parts of units (halves and quarters) in order to
make a very good approximation for area. Use pat-
tern block squares or 3 x 5 index cards to cover the
front of a book or the top of a desk to explore the
area concept.

Encourage students to make areas with a specific
number of units. For example, using pattern block
or tangram triangles, have students make regions
with 4 or 15 units.

Tangram Activities

Area and Nonstandard Units (pages 38,40)

On page 38, the tangram square is used as a unit
of area. For problems 3, 5, and 6, students must
think in half units in order to find the area of each
shape. Extend the lesson by asking students to
construct shapes with areas of 8 units, 2 ] units,
and 5* units.

The small triangle is used on pages 39 and 40 as a
unit of area. However, this tangram piece repre-
sents two different units of area. After students
have found the area of each shape on page 39, ask
them to find the area using the square or the medi-
um triangle as a unit of area. Then compare the
number of units of area for each figure using the
smaller and larger units. If the unit of area doubles
in size, then the number given for the area is half
the number if the smaller unit were used.

On page 40, the small triangle represents a i unit of
area. After completing this page, ask students to make
tangram shapes with}L,4, and 51 units of area.

Geometry and Fractions with Tangrams

Area and Money Values (pages 4l-42)
The activities on pages 4l and 42 involve large amounts
of money. Area is given in terms of monetary values. On
page 41, the small triangle has the leasr value and each
of the other larger shapes have a greater value. On page
42, the medium triangle is given a value. Have students
find the value of each tangram piece in the upper left
corner of the page before they do the problems.
Encourage students to make a set of Tangram Money
Cards with a value chart and a polygon on each card.
Allow them to challenge each other to find the values,
make the shapes, or both. Display the cards on a bulletin
board or make them available in the leaming center of
the room.
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Measuring with Square Units
Ifasquare= I unit of area, then what is the area of each shape?
L

Area = units

Area = unrts

Area = unrts

2.

4.

6.

I Unit

Gmmetry and Fractions with Tangrams

Area = units

Area = units
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